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From: Beverly Anker
To: John Cook; Penelope Kinney
Date: 12/30/2005 8:41:29 AM
Subject: Chairman Paper

John and Penny,
Reference is made to the Chairman Paper, "Spent Fuel Transport Risk Assessment. We are completing
review of the paper but are in need of the justification, Form 367 and the Independent Government Cost
Estimate. Please provide these documents at your earliest convenience.

Beverly Anker
Senior Procurement Analyst
Procurement Oversight Team
Division of Contracts, ADM
415-6848

CC: Joyce Fields
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From: Joyce Fields
To: John Cook
Date: 03/28/2006 5:10:06 PM
Subject: Chairman Paper for "Spent Fuel Transport Risk Assessment" Acquisition

John:

The subject paper is currently under review by OEDO. The following questions/comments require NMSS'
response for completion of OEDO's review/ concurrence. Please provide an e-mail to Robert Webber
(acting for Mary Lynn Scott) with your responses, as soon as possible. DC (Robert Webber) will provide a
consolidated response to OEDO. You may contact me (x6564) if there are any questions. Thanks!

Chairman Review - Spent Fuel Transport Risk Assessment (ML053320276)

Based on recent feedback from the Chairman's office, a description of the work to date and the reason for
sticking w/SNL should be added to the transmittal memo. Also, the description/scope indicates there is a
related but separate acquisition (#4) - a recent paper w/the Chairman required an explanation of the
interrelationship of related acquisitions; can you add a sentence or two to the transmittal memo explaining
this. The commencement date of the period of performance has passed - this always causes concern
w/the Chairman's staff when the paper is submitted for review, as the Chairman wants to know the impact
of not having approval (even though it's a review in this case) in time. Can you easily change the
commencement date or indicate in someway that it was an estimate that will be revised to reflect the real
date as the process progresses? Please note beginning on page 8 (pgs 8-10) of the SOW the dates have
passed too. Also, page 11 of the SOW indicates the period of performance of the existing mod as being
April but the transmittal memo says June. The FY 06, 07, and 08 funding does not equal the total funding
(it's only off by $30K but the Chairman's staff will notice this). Is it the program offices that determine
OCOIs?

CC: Penelope Kinney; Robert Webber
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From: Mary Lynn Scott
To: Cook, John; Kinney, Penelope
Date: 12/30/2005 4:10:16 PM
Subject: Chairman Paper: Spent Fuel Transport Risk Assessment (J5546)

The Division of Contracts has completed an initial review of the subject draft paper. Please contact Bev
Anker to review the comments.

The draft reflects careful and detailed documentation of both the statement of work and the Chairman
Paper. The primary comments are directed to clarification of the original work versus the work which the
Chairman is being asked to review. In all, the comments are few, and you should be able to work with
them quickly.

Please contact Bev Anker or me if you would like to discuss any aspect of the Chairman Paper process.

Mary Lynn Scott
Director, Division of Contracts
301-415-6179

CC: Anker, Beverly; Fields, Joyce; Holonich, Joseph


